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Help us keep the list up to date and submit new video software here. Search or Browse all software by sections Software Home » Stay up to date with latest software releases, news, software discounts, deals and more. Subscribe April, 17th 2017 - 100% Safe - Open Source Free Download(25.86 MB) Safe &amp;
Secure Latest Version:Audacity 2.4.2 Requirements:Windows XP / Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10 / XP64 / Vista64 / Windows 7 64 / Windows 8 64 / Windows 10 64 User Rating: Author / Product:Audacity Development Team / Audacity Old Versions: Select Version Audacity 2.4.2Audacity 2.4.1Audacity
2.4.0Audacity 2.3.3Audacity 2.3.2Audacity 2.3.1Audacity 2.3.0Audacity 2.2.2Audacity 2.2.1Audacity 2.2.0Audacity 2.1.3Audacity 2.1.2Audacity 2.1.1Audacity 2.1.0Audacity 2.0.6Audacity 2.0.5Audacity 2.0.4Audacity 2.0.3Audacity 2.0.2Audacity 2.0.1Audacity 2.0.0Audacity 1.3.14 BetaAudacity 1.3.13 BetaAudacity 1.3.12
BetaAudacity 1.3.11 BetaView more... Filename:audacity-win-2.1.3.exe MD5 Checksum:37f9ef0b7f7d055abd8f801521c04464 Audacity is an open-source, cross-platform audio editor and recorder. Audacity can record and play sounds and import and export WAV, AIFF, MP3, and OGG files. Edit your sounds using cut,
copy, and paste features (with unlimited undo functionality), mix tracks, or apply effects to your recordings. Download Audacity Offline Installer Setup for Windows. Audacity also has a built-in amplitude-envelope editor, a customizable spectrogram mode, and a frequency analysis window for audio analysis applications. It
comes with many useful features, some of which are: Records and plays audio files Supports various file formats like WAV, AIFF, AU, and Ogg Vorbis Import MPEG audio (including MP2 and MP3 files) Edit your audio files by cutting, copying, pasting, and mixing them Large files can be edited fairly quickly Add different
effects like echo, phaser, wah-wah, reverse, and more Change the pitch without altering the tempo, or vice-versa. Record and edit 16-bit, 24-bit, and 32-bit (floating point) samples. Various plug-ins support Can be used to convert old tapes into digital media And many more Also Available: Download Audacity for Mac and
Audacity Portable มันไมใชเรื่องแปลกสําหรับเวอรชันลาสุดของแอปที่จะมีปญหาเมื่อติดตัง้บนสมารทโฟนรุนเกา Иногда новая версия приложения может не работать на устройстве из-за несовместимости системы до тех пор, пока разработчик приложения не решит эту проблему. Если вы хотите откат Audacity,
проверить историю версии этого приложения на Uptodown, он имеет полную версию файла этого приложения доступны для скачивания из Uptodown, скачать откат Audacity для Windows, версии 1 $ с выпущен на Uptodown, вирус бесплатно и бесплатно скачать 2.4.2 Июль 2020 2.4.1 22.2 2020 2.4.0
Мая 18 2020 2.3.3 12 Декабря 2019 2.3.2 16 мая 2019 2.2.28 мая 2018 2.2.1 Дек 11 Дек 2017 2.1.3 2 20 июнь 2017 2.1.0 21 апреля 2015 2.0.6 16 Октября 2 014 2.0.5 22 Октября 2013 2.0.4 7 Sep 2013 2.0.3 22 Jan 2013 24 ส.ค. 2012 2.0 14 มี.ค. 2012 1.3.14 Beta 12 ธ.ค. 2011 1.3.12-Beta 13 ธ.ค. 2010 Free audio
studio app1/3Audacity is a free multi-toe audio editor and voice recorder. Free software allows people to go beyond the basics of sound editing by offering high-quality sound, plug-ins, etc. developed by volunteers, the audio file tool was released in 2000 and continues to receive consistent updates. Audacity is compatible
with Apple Mac, Linux and Microsoft Windows operating systems. Is audacity really free? The Audacity community can experiment with their audio recordings and files for free within a feature-filled but lightweight platform. Individuals who download Audacity do not need registration. The software is popular among people
who DJ, podcast, make YouTube videos, etc. Is Audacity safe to download? The Audacity app is safe to download. This application, written in code C, is an open source project that has attracted a huge community of developers who add their modifications to the platform. The Audacity team suggests turning on the
antivirus feature before downloading and installing the program. To support the development team, consider donating to their program. While the original version of Audacity guarantees safety, modified versions are certainly not safe. In Audacity, users can install plugins. Given that these tools are third-party software,
make sure they come from reputable sources before integrating them into the system: Nyquist, VST, etc. Individuals using the studio can write their own plugins. What is Audacity used for? Utilities in Audacity include the ability to record a voice track, add music to videos, etc. If you already have media, then import the
audio file into a digital audio player to edit the content. Combine the tracks together by layering them in the user interface. When editing, you can copy, cut, delete, and paste your creations. If you are not satisfied with the project you have built, then the platform can consistently perform unlimited undoing and reissuing
commands to lead you to the perfect place in the process. Plug-in effects can be added and removed. You can layer files to add more depth to the project and create a certain atmosphere. At the other end of this spectrum, you can undo the noises from the background to develop a clean listening experience. With
spectrogram viewing mode, Audacity lets you delve into the details and plot audio frequencies easily. Once the content is perfectly digitized, you can export files to a variety of file formats: AIFF, AU, FLAC, MP3, Ogg Vorbis and WAV. You can export at the same time File. Audacity offers high-quality conversions: 16-bit,
24-bit and 32-bit. While the commands in the user interface are user-friendly, Audacity lets you control functions with the keyboard. Manipulate tracks by shortcuts the keyboard. What's better than GarageBand or or or Audacity does not have the most intuitive user interface, a large community has developed user guides
and tutorials for navigating the program. If people don't want the wrong time to read and watch informative content about Audacity, then GarageBand and WavePad are easy to use alternatives. While Audacity and WavePad are cross-platform, GarageBand is only available on Mac OS. Ableton, Adobe Audition,
CakeWalk, FL Studio, Logic Pro and Reaper are professional sound editing tools. Along with Audacity, Ableton, GarageBand and WavePad platforms are free, while Audition, CakeWalk, FL Studio, Logic Pro and Reaper are purchased. While Audacity has the least attractive design compared to the aforementioned
programs, the UI theme can be configured: dark and light modes. While the act of editing audio is an interactive user experience, expect an in-depth immersion with paid apps because of the advanced actions they offer to their communities. In addition, industry editors are updated more frequently and include enhanced
security features compared to open source projects. For the best experience, choose a paid app. Cross-platform audio mixerIndividuals that participate in multimedia productions can benefit from downloading and installing free software. Use Audacity to create podcasts, videos, songs, etc. The specialized online
community provides users with access to the guide to broadly embrace the platform, utility video tutorials to explain the user interface, chat forums to discuss features, etc. Since Audacity is designed by volunteers, the updates are spontaneous. In software updates, the user interface gets adjustments, fixes, bugs, etc.
Visit their official website to donate to developers or learn about features by reading their guides. We don't have any change log information yet for version 2.4.2 Audacity. Sometimes publishers take some time to make this information available, so please check back for a few days to see if it has been updated. Can you
help? If you have any information changes you can share with us, we'd love to hear from you! Go to our Contact page and let us know. Version: 2.1.3 Size: 25.8MB Date Added: March 28, 2017 License: Free Languages: Multilingual Publisher: Audacity Group Development Website: OS: Windows XP/Vista/ Windows
7/Windows 8/Windows 10 Audacity – This is free, easy-to-use and multilingual audio editor and voice recorder for Windows, Mac OS X, GNU/Linux and other operating systems. Features: Recording live sound. Transform tapes and records into digital records or compact files. Edit Ogg Vorbis, MP3, WAV or AIFF sound
files. Cut, copy, splice or mix sounds together. Change the speed or altitude of the recording. Page 2 Home zgt; Videos - Audio's Editors - Transformers zgt; Audacity 2.1.3 Screenshots Screenshots Screenshots
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